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Style Line® Series Vinyl Windows & Doors



Now you can have a contemporary design and 
energy efficiency all in one.

Enhance your home’s design with a sleek, clean look.  Milgard® Style Line® Series windows will make your 

home feel expansive and the slim profile allows for plenty of natural light. With clean lines, functionality 

and durability, you will enjoy the light, the view and so much more for years to come.

More Light

More View
Read our Customer’s reviews

at milgard.com

Review from milgard.com - 

These windows are excellent. The clean, contemporary look 
updates our home style and certainly adds value. Here in 
Arizona the insulating value over our old aluminum windows 
is significant. In October, our first full month with the new 
Milgard Style Line windows, our air conditioning bill dropped 
$50 from the previous October. We love them.    – Scottsdale, AZ
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Milgard Style Line® Series vinyl windows and doors are designed and assembled in the U.S.A. 

and we build them to last. With the dedication to quality that we put into building the best 

windows in the business, it wouldn’t make sense to back them with anything but the best 

warranty in the business. That’s why we back every properly installed window and door for as 

long as the homeowner owns their home–including materials and labor.  Milgard also offers 

a 10-year Commercial Warranty.  It’s why you can be sure you won’t find any windows better 

than Milgard. For complete warranty details, visit milgard.com.

Why Milgard?
Milgard is one of the largest and most trusted names in windows and doors.  For the last 50 years, we’ve demonstrated our commitment to 

innovation, quality and service.  To ensure top quality from start to finish, Milgard begins by extruding our own vinyl components and fabricating 

all vinyl windows and doors to order, giving us the tightest control over quality.

While our coverage is extensive, our service is local. Milgard has multiple locations throughout the western U.S.  Our belief is that by being 

close to our customers, we can provide them better service. This means faster lead and delivery times, as well as faster response to any warranty 

situations. We’re there for you long after the job has been completed. Milgard also has a comprehensive network of qualified dealers and offers 

them some of the best training in the industry.

Milgard Full Lifetime Warranty

peace of mind
All Your Needs are Covered

• Worry-free vinyl construction that won’t corrode and does not need 

painting.

• Custom sizes built to your exact specifications with no extra lead time.

• Positive Action Lock that assures you when the window is closed, it’s 

locked.

• Optional Comfort Package upgrade to maximize efficiency and 

durability. (see page 11)

• Seemingly endless combinations of windows, doors, and transoms in 

any array you can imagine.

• Style Line Series windows are specifically designed for both new 

construction and replacement projects, plus they are a great choice 

for multi-family buildings.

• The standard dual-pane construction provides more noise control 

than single-pane windows, giving you more peace and quiet.

Hassle-free Installation
Style Line Series windows can be manufactured with the specific 
frame profile for your replacement or new construction project, 
giving the flexibility your installer requires.

Installation Configurations

Block Frame

Enables quick “tilt-
in” installation with 
almost no disruption 
to siding or interior 
trim casework.

Nailing Fin

Perfect for home 
additions and 
remodeling where 
siding or stucco is 
removed. 

Z-bar

Integrated window trim 
that makes replacing 
windows on stucco 
homes fast and easy, 
reducing the possibility 
of costly repairs. 

Style Line Series windows with Z-bar
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Options that  reflect your style.

Choose the style or configuration that best suits your 
home’s style and architectural needs.

Windows are shown with optional grids.  Check with your 
local Milgard Dealer for available grid styles.

Picture
Min 1’x1’ – Max 8’x6’
Gables vary by size and shape
Structural Class HC-40

Radius/Arch Top
Min/Max - varies by size and shape
Structural Class HC-40
Not available at all locations

Sliding Patio Doors
Windows are only the beginning. With Milgard sliding patio 
doors, you can complete your entire home with the quality of 
Milgard. Our Style Line Series patio doors are made with the 
same attention to detail and commitment to quality found in 
every Milgard product. Your home will feel like new for a long 
time to come.

The Style Line Series patio door features a narrow frame that 
provides an excellent value and maximum glass area, perfectly 
complementing the windows. (Style Line Series patio doors not 
available at all locations.)

Single Hung
Min 1’x2’6” – Max 4’x6’6”
Structural Class LC-30

Horizontal Slider 
(Half Vent)
Min 2’x1’ – Max 6’x6’
Structural Class LC-25

Awning
Min 1’6”x1’6” – Max 4’x3’
Structural Class C-40

Casement
Min 1’6”x1’8” – Max 3’x6’
Structural Class LC-35

Min/Max is based on tested values, sizes may vary by location. Contact your local Milgard dealer for details.
Structural Class ratings may vary based on window size.  For more information, visit milgard.com.
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Matelux

Glue ChipNarrow Reed

Rain

Flat Grid

Sculptured Grid

Cross ReedAquatex

P516 Clear 42

Positive Action Lock
With its simple operation, the Milgard Positive Action Lock is window hardware you can count on to 

perform. Made to close and lock the window securely in one action, it eliminates any guessing. If the 

window is closed, it’s locked. Plus, it meets and exceeds the toughest residential forced entry codes in 

the nation, making your windows beautiful and safer.

Premium Exterior Vinyl Finishes
Style Line Series gives you design flexibility with eight premium and two standard exterior colors.

Bronze Espresso Classic Brown Tweed

White Tan

Silver Fog Sand

Premium 
White interior only

Standard 
Matching interior

Make it your own.
Grids 
Express your creativity and dramatically increase your home’s curb 

appeal with our virtually endless grid options. They are placed inside 

the glass unit for easy cleaning. 

Decorative Glass
Decorative glass can add privacy or design to any 

room. The decorative glass of your choice can 

be tempered, which turns it into safety glass for 

applications such as a shower or over a bathtub. 

Decorative glass is available in these and many 

more styles and tints.

Review from milgard.com - 

The product line is beautiful, with slim 
frames and smooth mechanisms. They 
control heat loss/transfer and I hear 
NOTHING when cars pass by. The 
sound insulation quality has exceeded 
expectations. I have casement and 
horizontal sliders and they both operate 
effortlessly. The overall design of this 
product is brilliant, tight, smart, elegant and 
designed for a very fussy buyer/homeowner.    

–Palm Springs, CA

Casement and Awning Hardware
The operating hardware for casement and awning styles is an innovative folding handle that tucks 

out of the way with the locking hardware designed for smooth, easy-to-operate action.

Shown in IvoryIvory

Colors shown are approximate due to printing limitations.
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Review from milgard.com - 

We love the Style Line windows. We wanted 
windows that would enhance our outside view 
and the Style Line windows did it for us. We 
purchased the SunCoatMax and the Comfort 
Package and we are so pleased. The security 
feature that the Style Line has is a plus. I don’t 
think we’ll ever buy any other kind of window 
but Milgard.

– Temescal Valley, CA

comfort

Accessory Package
An optional upgrade exclusively for the Style Line Series, the Accessory Package 
gives you additional features that help your windows perform even better.

Weep Hole Covers 

An aesthetic touch, but these help 
to keep the weeping system clear of 
debris or pests.

Pull Rail Screens

Let the fresh air in while keeping 
everything else out. This upgraded 
screen frame has an integrated pull rail 
that makes removing the screens easy.

Available on horizontal slider and single hung 
windows

Exclusively for the Style Line Series, the Comfort 

Package is an optional upgrade product and includes the 

following features and benefits:

Accessory Package 

Adds weep hole covers and pull rail screens as described 

on this page.

Exclusive Milgard Energy Package 

Ask your Milgard Dealer to guide you through the best 

energy package for your area and climate that can meet 

or exceed ENERGY STAR® standards.

Glass Breakage Coverage

If your glass breaks, we’ll replace it at no charge.

Glass Breakage Coverage
Don’t let life’s mishaps become a hassle.  
With optional Glass Breakage Coverage, your 
broken glass will be replaced at no charge. 
See Full Lifetime Warranty for details.

Milgard also offers high energy performance options for the ultimate in energy efficiency.

Zone U-Factor SHGC
Your energy efficient windows could include one or 
more of the following features based on your climate.

ENERGY STAR v5 Northern* 0.3 - SunCoat® or SunCoatMAX® Low-E coatings

EdgeGardMAX® premium spacers

Argon or Krypton gas-filled insulated glass units

4th Surface - additional layer of Low-E protection

Triple Glaze - 3 panes of glass

ENERGY STAR v6 North-Central 0.3 0.4

ENERGY STAR v6 South-Central 0.3 0.25

ENERGY STAR v6 Southern 0.4 0.25

High Efficiency Package 0.27 0.32

R5 0.20 

*Energy Star V6 Northern goes into effect January 1, 2016

Windows and Doors for the 
Energy-Conscious Homeowner
At Milgard, we help homeowners make an impact on their energy 

consumption through our energy-efficient windows and patio doors. 

Leaky and inefficient windows, skylights and doors account for poor 

insulation and higher energy usage in households. Energy loss can 

happen in two ways and a lot depends on where you live:

• Cold climates lose energy in the form of heat

• Hot climates lose energy in the form of cooling

Tested and Built for Your Climate
All Milgard windows and patio doors are designed to meet tough 

thermal and solar requirements of state and local jurisdictions. 

We conduct thermal simulations to improve energy performance in our windows and patio doors 

so our consumers can enjoy a more comfortable home. We make it easy to meet local energy codes 

and green building efficiency standards with a selection of performance enhancing features. In fact, 

Milgard has options available to tailor the components of windows and doors to specific climates—

perfectly matching the product to your region’s energy needs.

Milgard adheres to ENERGY STAR®  v6 requirements to meet or exceed U-Factor and Solar Heat Gain 

Coefficient (SHGC) criteria for the zones shown.

Northern

South-Central

North-Central

Southern

Zone A

Zone B

Zone C

ENERGY STAR® Canada
nrcan.gc.ca/energy



Style Line®, SunCoat®, SunCoatMAX® are trademarks of Milgard 
Manufacturing, Inc.

ENERGY STAR® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. Milgard Windows is proud to be an ENERGY 
STAR® partner; all Style Line series products can meet ENERGY 
STAR® qualifications in all U.S. zones.

Milgard Style Line vinyl windows meet criteria for structural integrity 
and reliable performance established by the American Architectural 
Manufacturers Association (AAMA). Consult your Milgard 
representative for specific test information.

SLPB-0415 © 2015 Milgard Manufacturing, Inc.
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/Milgard @milgard /MilgardWindows

Milgard Windows & Doors is proud to serve the 

Western U.S. and Canada with over a dozen full-

service facilities and customer care centers. 

/Milgard/Milgard /Milgard /MilgardWindowsDoors


